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Smiling Albino expands with three innovative trips in three countries
Smiling Albino (SA) http://www.smilingalbino.com, a Thailand-based adventure travel company,
offers guests new adventure options in three countries.
In Nepal SA has launched an ultra-active adventure to compliment their successful nation-wide
‘Nepal Grand Slam’. Their new, 13-day, ‘Nepal Trek and Trail’ features active components that are
not all currently offered in a single trip within the country. “We’ve designed an active trip that is
new to Nepal and offers active guests an opportunity to take advantage of a wide variety of
activities that have made Nepal so appealing for the active traveler,” says Coates. “Mountain biking,
intense trekking, white water rafting and bungee jumping, all done in style, combine for the
ultimate Himalayan adventure.”
In Cambodia, SA has launched two new trips aimed at offering a new spin on Angkor Wat and area,
as well as a deluxe historical sojourn in the capital of Phnom Penh. “We’ve spent a lot of time on the
ground in Cambodia coming up with two distinct trips for people wanting to see this fascinating
kingdom in a more interactive way. Guests ride boats, bikes, enjoy the finest hotels and contribute
to local outreach programs,” says Coates.
At their Bangkok headquarters, SA is unveiling a series of unique walking trips around the capital.
“An entertaining walking trip through Bangkok was long overdue,” say’s Fraser. “People don’t think
of Bangkok as a ‘walking’ city, but we’ve found ways to make it a fascinating way to explore the
different layers of the city in a soft, methodical way, while avoiding the traffic and congestion so
common in the capital.” Designed as a way to offer repeat visitors to Bangkok something new and
unique, SA’s walking trips feature a variety of themes, such as old historical neighborhoods, innercity mangrove-forested villages, and the mesmerizing lanes of Chinatown, to name a few. SA’s new
half-day and evening discoveries also offer the option to utilize Bangkok’s mass transit system. “This
approach has the potential to change peoples’ perceptions about exploring Bangkok,” commented
Fraser. “You really can enjoy a comfortable eco-friendly outing in Bangkok mostly on foot”.
About Smiling Albino
Smiling Albino specializes in custom travel in Asia. The Bangkok-based company attracts discerning
travelers seeking high-touch, enlightened adventure. Original itineraries feature a broad range of
activities, modes of transport and venues. New offerings include intensive biking/hiking trips, art
and culture programs, luxury itineraries in Laos and Cambodia and an active adventure in Nepal. SA
also fuses community service with adventure travel (http://www.smilingalbino.com/community/), an
approach which benefits local economies and provides an interactive experience for guests.
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